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Two Conventions On Campus This Weekend
Regional Meeting Of
Southeastern ASME
Opens Tomorrow
The regional meeting of
the Southeastern States Division of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers will be held here on
March 23 and 24. There will
be thirteen schools represented at this meeting.
J. B. Jones, vice-oresident
of Region IV A.S.M.E., will
make awards for student
papers. The four prizes will be
$50, $25, and $10 respectively.
Each school has a contest;
winners from each school go to
the regional contest. The Region
IV winner goes to the National
Convention.
The time limit for presentation of these papers will be
exactly
twelve
minutes.
Judges for the papers will be
from various industries. The
papers will be judged on content and presentation; they
will be graded also on delivery and effectiveness, pronouncement and eunuciation,
and choice of words and literary style and timing.
zThe program for the conference and the papers to be presented are as follows:
Friday, March 23
8-10:30: Registration, Dormitory.
10:30-12:00: Welcome by Host
Chairman and presentation of
technical papers, Auditorium,
Plant and Animal Science
Building.
"Silico Versus ' Progress in the
Power Plant," John D. Jones,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
"Engineering Design in Spestroscopy," Charles Widden, University of Florida.
"The Use of Chlorine Dioxide
in Wood Pulp Bleaching," Terrell M. Jones, Auburn.
12:15: Dinner in Dining Hall.
2:00-4:30: Technical Papers,
continued.
"Areameter," Harold C. Lawrence, North Carolina State.
"The Significance of Thermal
Stresses in Design," J. Ralph
Reid, University of Alabama.
"Report on Investigation of
Fly Ash for Pozzolans in Concrete," John Tennant, University
of South Carolina.
"Method of Laboratory Testing a Weathertron," E. M. Eurey. Clemson.
^Porous Chromium in Cylinders." Eliot Pyles, Jr., University
of Tennessee.
5:30: Supper in Dining Hall.
6:00-7:00:
Dinner
Meeting
Honorary Chairmen and Student
Chairmen, Clemson House; Gold
Room.
8:30-12:00: Informal Dance
Saturday, March 24
8:00: Breakfast Dining Hall.
9:00-11:30: Technical Papers,
continued.
"Correlation of Audible Sound
and Pressure Pulse of Detonation in an I. C. Engine,", Mia
Canariis, Vanderbilt.
Mississippi State: "A New
•Drilling Machine," R. G. Jones.
"More Precise Measurement
of I. C. Engine Air Consumption," Robert C. Litton, University of Virginia.
Georgia Institute of Technology: "The Modern High School
Program as a Preparation for an
Engineering Education," Myrl
W. Allinder, Jr.
12:15: Dinner in Dining Hall.
1:30: Movie, "To Enrich Mankind." Agricultural Auditorium.
2:00: Inspection trips.
7:00: Banquet, Clemson
House; Sabre Room.

ASMF ^ects
The new officers of the Clemson chanter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
were elected at the weekly meeting held March 20. Frank Gabrels, junior from Clemson, was
elected chairman for the next
semester.
Other officers elected were
Jerry Jenness, junior from
Greenville, vice-chairman; Randolph Stewart, junior from Humbnldt, Tennessee, secretary; and
Samuel Boles, junior from Lexington, treasurer.
Further business at this meetins included a talk by Dr. J. C.
Cook on transfer of membership
in A. S. M. E., and making of
further plans for the region conference.

London To Present Last
Concert Of The Season

Clemson Plays Hod
To State Student j
Gov't. Leaders

Clemson's student governmen will be the host for th«.
annual spring convention of
the South Carolina Student
Government Convention to
be held on campus this
weekend. Approximately 70
delegates from 13 colleges
are expected to attend th«
One of America's foremost opera singers—bass-bari- two day event.
tone George London of the Metropolitan Opera Associa- Election of new officers, business sessions, and discussion
tion—will appear in Clemson on Thursday evening, April groups will occupy the dele5. The program will be held in the Field House at 8:00 gates' time during the day with
two banquets and a dance planp. m.

Council Chooses Bass-Baritone
To Join N. S. A.

To Be
Here After Holidays

The Executive Council of
the Student Assembly recently
voted unanimously to join the
United States National Student
Association. The decision was
discussed in length before final
action was taken. Clemson has
had delegates at the regional
convention of NSA for the past
Admission to this event will ned for the evenings.
two years. Recently a national
Mary Lou Vaughan, chairbe in accordance with the 1955representative of the organiza56 Clemson Concert Series, of man of the Carolina-Virginia
tion visited the campus to give
which it will be the last presen- Region of the United States
the councid more information
National Student Association
tation.
about
joining.
Newly appointed committee chairmen for the Stokes, Sullivan, and Wistar Metz. Standing
will speak on the NSA. ClemThe Association is a conGeorge London was born in
(left to right) Charles Richey, N. D. Steele and
1956 Junior Follies look over Kirk Sullivan's
son recently joined the Assofederation
of
college
student
Clemson
is
on
the
way
to
havJim
Brunson.
(Photo
by
Bob
Huey.)
shoulder as he lays out his publicity plans for
Montreal, Canada, and was
ciation.
bodies
in
every
part
of
the
the production. Sitting (left to right) Preston
ing its own student radio station taken as a child to California
Discussion groups on freshcountry which are associated that is, if the necessary funds where he grew up, went to
man orientation, desegregatogether to give consideration
school and started singing.
to questions of mutual con- can be obtained for the purchase Unlike many opera stars, he tion, NSA-faculty evaluation,
cern. Each student body is of equipment and the necessary does not come from a family and parliamentary procedure
represented in the Associa- cooperation can be obtained with a musical background, will be led by Phil Moody, Vition by its democratically voluntarily from the students, although he always had a pas- gil Duffy, Bob McNair, and Bill
Sargent, all of the University of
elected student leaders.
sionate love for music and
j
The NSA carries on contin- it was recently announced by a was "raised on operatic re- South Carolina.
uous research, collection of data special Student Assembly com- cordings." . It was listening to
Officers of this year's S. C*
and dessemination of informa- mittee that has been working the broadcasts of the MetroS. G. are: Don Clark, USC,
tion on campus student prob- for some time on the possibility politan Opera that fired his
president; Jeter Hammond,
vice-president, Wofford; Jane
lems.
of setting up a student-operated ambition and made him decide
Some of the other activities
Hendrix, secretary, Winthtacility similar to those of other to devote his life to becoming
carried on domestically by this
rop; Harriet Mahaffey, treasa
professional
singer.'
organization are: it holds re- colleges and universities. With
urer, Converse; and Lewis
In high school and as a col- Cromer, historian, USC.
gional and national meetings iuck, it is hoped that the station
At the regular meeting of the
lege undergraduate, the budwhich
allow
students
from
vamight
be
in
operation
within
a
Clemson Student Branch of the
Plans are rapidly materializing for the annual Junior
ding
bass-baritone
sang in
American Ceramic Society last Follies to be held April 12. The director has been chosen, rious colleges to exchange ideas, year from now.
churches, choirs, Hollywood stupublishes the only series of
week, fourteen new members the majority of the committee chairmen appointed and publications on student and
Some of the things that the dios and with small opera comwere initiated. They were: W.
student government problems, committee has been working panies, gaining practice, poise
the script writing for the show is underway.
and confidence with each per
H. Babb, D. A. Bowen, R. G.
Appointed as director of the and is the only student organi- on are procurement of neces- formance. As a member of the
zation affiliated with the Na- sary equipment, the possibiliBowen, W. D. Gasque, H. P.
1956 Follies is Sarry Owens, tional Education Association ties for location of the broad- American Music Theatre he The Student Loan Fund is located in room D-626 under the
Harbin, B. A. Huggin, R. A.
Industrial Management junior and tre U. S. National Commis- casting facilities, and the en- sang opera in English in Los An- auspices of McCoy Johnston.
Keys, F. M. Moore, T. F. Murry,
geles,
and
his
star
began
to
rise
from Greenville. Sammy has the sion of UNESCO.
listment of the necessary help
The hours specified to borrow
R. D. Smith, R. B. Spangenburg,
job of coordinating the work of
Internationally the Associa- and support from students when the English composer- money are 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., and
all the committees as well as tion carries on relations with and students. In connection conductor Albert Coates selected 4 to 5 p. m., Monday through
R. A. Torbik and A. W. Wilson.
Rev. George Cannon will be the overall direction for the student organizations in more with the latter, the commit- him to sing the first perform- Friday.
After the formal Initiation the speaker at the evening Ves- production.
than forty countries of the free tee stated that the administra- ance of his opera Gainsborough,
The Student Loan Fund,
a regular business meeting per Servises this Sunday, March
world. It also operates a stu- tion definitely favors the plan, which was performed in con-i first established by the Blue
Appointed
as
committee
cert-form
in
the
Hollywood
dent travel program which of- and intends to help in any
was held during which the 25, at the YMCA. The program
chairmans for this
year's fers the lowest cost tours of way possible.
Bowl. This was followed by Key four years ago, is now
club's activities were discuss- by a deputation from Winthrop
Follies
are:
Kirk
Sullivan,
appearances with the San Fran- being operated by the Student
Europe which can be obtained
ed. The main subjects were College will be presented at a'
publicity; Jim Brunson, tick- by American students.
The
comimttee
also
has
been
cisco Onera and the Los Ange- Assembly. The funds have
the preparations for the En- later date.
etc; Jim Jones, program; N.
studying the setup and opera- les light opera companies. Ar- been donated by students to
gineering Fair and the trip to
There will be no Vesper Serassist individuals in times of
New York for the National vice at the YMCA on Sunday, D. Steele, lighting; Wistar
tion of student radio stations at riving in New York with a com- emergencies. There is no inMetz, sound; Charles Richey,
nany
which
had
been
touring
in
Convention. Tom Weber is April 1, Easter Sunday.
ether colleges and universities,
terest charged, nor is any colmusic; Preston Stokes, social;
heading the committee on the
and has received helpful infor- The Desert Song, he was en- lateral necessary.
and
Paul
BWlanchard,
propgaged to sing the premiere of
The Vesper program at the
Engineering Fair and all inmation from record companies Hindemith's "Reauiem" on the A fund of $608 was reorganerties. There are still several
YMCA last Sunday was supdications point to a good exand radio equipment manufac- poem of Walt Whitman, When ized for this school year in Deplied by the deputation team committees for which chairhibit in the Fair.
Alpha Tau Alpha, National
men
have
not
been
named.
Lilacs Last in the Dooryard cember. Since then it has turnfrom Coker College. Those on
Agricultural Education Fra- turers. Especially helpful were Bloomed.
ed over three times with the maEveryone is looking forward the program were Misses
Station
WUNC
of
the
University
The show will be builyt main- ternity, met Tuesday night
jority of the funds always loanto the New York trip which will Frances Bishop, Shirley Land,
At
about
that
time
he
signly around girls from near-by March 20, for the purpose ofiof North Carolina and Station
ed out. Therefore, it is necesinclude about 15 junior and se- Betty Barnes, Eleanor Blanche
ed
a
contract
with
Arthur
Judcolleges. Services of girls from initiation five new members.
nior members.
Powers, Helen KoKlb and Lin- Lander, University of South Those initiated were: John El- WUSC" of the University of son and Columbia Artists sary that anyone desiring to borSouth Carolina.
Management which led to sol- row money should familiarize
da Gause.
Carolina, Brenau, and Furman liott, Loris, S. C; Adger Caridly booked concert tours, in- themselves with the following
At present a very great need
The freshman "Y" Council have already been obtained and roll, Westminster; David Buckcluding two with the Bel Can- rules: 1. Do not borrow from the
went to Winthrop last weekend there is a possibility of several ner, Johns Island; and Bill Page, is for adequate volunteer help
to Trio (Frances Yeend and Student Loan Fund unless it is
from
interested
students;
some
to give Vesper Services there; more colleges furnishing girls. Tabor City, North Carolina.
Mario Lanza) and appearances of absolute necessity. 2. Loans
New members are received of the positions to be filled
Ernest Peoples, Joe McLean, These girls combined with local
as soloist with leading sym- are made for one month. A fine
The Clemson College "Trus- Gregory White, Tommy Hazel- talent will form the nucleus for into the local chapter twice each are those of station managers,
phony orchestras of the coun- of 25c for $5.00 or less borrowed
business
managers,
secretayear.
tee House", for many years the wood, Frank Edwards, Clayton tb- show.
try, among them the Boston will be charged for each week
ries, program planners, proNew officers for 1956-57
regular meeting place of this in- Cox and Larry McKay presentThe proceeds for the show
Symphony, the Buffalo Phil- the loan is not repaid after one
gram directors, announcers,
were also elected. They are:
stitution's governing board, is ed the program. The group was will go towards the Junior-Se- Monkey Coats, president; news editors, sports editors,
harmonic and the Grant Park month from the date the loan is
made; and 50c for loans over
Symphony in Chicago.
currently undergoing slight in- entertained at the Freshman noor banquet which will be held Sherwood Miller, vice presidisc jockeys and engineers.
$10.00. 3. Individuals to whom
Council Dance Saturday night, May 12.
In
1949,
London
went
to
Euterior adjustment for the purAny interested students are
dent; David Buckner, secreloans are made are requested to
and attended the Rock Hill
rope
for
further
study
and
extary; Jack Sellers, treasurer;
urged to contact Hugh oMcpose of housing the projected Presbyterian Church Sunday
repaiy their loans by depositing
and
Joseph
Keaton,
reporter.
Laurin, who,, is in charge, or perience.^ While there he sign- the money to the credit of the
Department of Development.
morning. Dinner for the group
ed
a
contract
with
the
Vienna
Professor B. H. Stribling, ad- Jim Humphries.
Sunday was at the Dining Hall.
State Opera, where he sang for Student Loan Fund at the Stuvisor for the group, spoke briefThis location of the Dedent Bank. 4. Loans should be
The two Councils held a disDr. J. N. Thurston, Head of some time.
ly
on
some
proposed
objectives
partment of Development is cussion period Sunday afternoon
repaid as soon as possible. ParEver
since
1951
he
has
been
the
Electrical
Engineering
Defor next year. Also, he realted
in line with Clemson's current where they exchanged ideas on
tial payments are encouraged.
The Delta Kappa Kappa, the some of the highlights of the partment, has agreed to assist. with the Metropolitan Opera 5 A loan of $10.00 is the maxispace utilization program, and "Y" Council Work. The Vesper
Company
in
New
York.
converts the "Trustee House" program was presented after Dorchester Clemson Club, had National Alpha Tau Alpha Con- The plans call for programs
In addition to appearing on mum under normal circumstana special sission Tuesday night vention which he and Monkey consisting of music and student
into a year-'round facility. supper.
ces.
(Continued on page 3)
at seven o'clock for the initia- Coats attended in Kansas City, news.
The move is being made on
tion
of
four
new
members.
OnA
Clemson
deputation
will
approval of the executive
will go to the Erskine YW and ly three new members were
committee of the Board of
YMCA next Sunday, March present.
Trustees. The Board will hold
They were: Zonnie Pendarvis,
25, and also a group from
its meetings at Clemson House,
Clemson will give the pro- textile manufacturing sophothe five-year old modern honominations for officers of each
gram at Due West Baptist more from St. George; Jerry
tel here.
The Student Assembly has College Cadet Corps who quali- CHANGE:
Utsey, industrial management completed tabulation of results fiess under Article II, Section 3.
Church.
. . . The number of candidates class, the floor shall be opened
The former "Trustee House"
freshman from,St. George; and
shall not exceed sixteen (16) for nominations of that class'
On April 8 a deputation from ddie Sanders, textile manufac- of the voting, by the Student CHANGE:
will provide offices for the proand shall be reduced to that representatives on the AssemThe
Senior
Council
shall
be
Body at the time of Second Seposed vice president of develop- the University of Tennessee turing freshman from Sum. mester Registration, on the pro- composed of eight i members number if necessary by a secret bly of Student Representatives.
will be here.
The number of candidates shall
merville.
ment, the office of public and
posed Constitutional Amend- elected by the Student, Body and ballot before the termination of not exceed six (6) and shall be
that
meeting.
The
sixteen
(16)
one
Ex-officio
member.
The
ExDick
Hussey,
V.
A.
E.
sopho
ments.
Of
the
eleven
proposed
alumni relations and other ofmore from Harleyville, was not changes, seven were approved officio member shall be the Vice- nominees receiving the highest reduced to that number if necesfices under the vice president of
number of votes shall be candi- sary by a secret ballot before the
President of the Senior Class.
present for the initiation.
and four were rejected.
development. Of these, only the
dates for election. Each stu- termination of that meeting. The
Section
5.
Nominations
for
the
The
president,
Gene
Kizer,
Generally
speaking,
the
Stuoffice of public and alumni redent present shall vote for not six (6) nominees receiving the
Senior
Council
shall
be
made
at
presided
at
the
meeting.
Plans
dent
Body
decided
that
the
lations is functioning at present.
more than eight (8) nominees. highest number of votes shall be
the
meeting
of
the
Student
Body
for a supper during the Easter suggested basic changes in the
It will move into the "Trustee
candidates for election. Each
Last week-end six Clemson holidays were discussed. After condition of elections, compo- set forth under Article I, Sec- Article III
House" late this month.
Section 2. The Assembly of student present shall vote for
students attended a Christian the initiation, everyone was sition of the Student Govern- tion 4, immediately following
not more than three (3) nomiVocation Conferencei n Rich- served refreshments.
ment, and running of the gov- the nominations for candidates Student Representatives shall
nees.
consist
of
three
(3)
duly
electmond, (Virginia. The conference
Professor C. H. Watson, fac- ernment were necessary, and for President and Vice-President
CHANGE:
was sponsored and financed by ulty advisor, commented on the the sections suggesting lower- of the Student Body, at which ed representatives from each
. . . The number of candidates
class
and
twenty
(20)
representime
those
present
shall
accept
the
Presbyterian
Church,
but
ing
the
scholastic
requireplans
for
the
next
meeting
and
The Alpha Psi Omega wishes
shall not exceed ten (10) and
tatives
elected
by
the
Council
of
and
vote
upon
such
nominees.
ments for office-holders were
to announce that much to students from many denomina- the meeting was adjourned.
The number of candidates shall Club Presidents from its mem- shall be reduced to that number
undesirable.
their regret the RHYTHM RE- tions attended. The students
if necessary by a, secret ballot
not exceed fifteen (15) and shall bers.
The
approved
amendments
that
attended
from
Clemson
VIEW which was to be prebefore the termination of the
CHANGE:
be
reduced
to
that
number
if
were
as
follows:
sented tomorrow night in the were: Bob Arnold, Dick Elliott,
The Assembly of Student Rep- meeting. The ten (10) nominees
Section 2. The Senior Council necessary by a secret ballot beStudents who wish to be
college chapel by the Hanna Charles Rowland, Bill Alford,
resentatives
shall consist of five receiving the highest number of
High School of Anderson, has Neil Phillips and Zane Brock. considered for scholarships shall be composed of seven fore the termination of that
(5)
duly
elected
representatives votes shall be candidates for
meting.
The
fifteen
(15)
nommembers
elected
by
the
Student
for
the
coming
school
year
are
They
left
Clemson
Thursday
been cancelled. Due to cirfrom
each
class
and
twenty (20) election. Each student present
inees
receiving
the
highest
numBody
and
two
Ex-officio
memreminded that the deadline is
cui. tances not clear to Alpha night and returned Sunday.
representatives
elected
by the shall vote for not more than five
ber
of
votes
shall
be
candidates
A series of articles explain- next week for submitting ap- bers. The Ex-officio members
Psi, the Hanna High authoriCouncil
of
Club
Presidents
from (5) nominees.
ties stated that the entire ing Christian Vocations will be plications to the Scholarship shall be the Vice-President of for election. Each student presArticle IV
its
members.
ent
shall
vote
for
not
more
than
the
Senior
Class,
and
the
highCommittees
in
their
respective
show would not be able to published in THE TIGER begin(Continued on page ?)
Section
3.
After
completion
of
seven
(7)
nominees.
est
ranking
Cadet
officer
in
the
schools.
ning after Easter.
make the trip.

Students Plan

Radio Station

Plans Materalizing
For Junior Follies
Ceramic Society
Initiates Students

Director Owens
Picks Chairmen

Students Reminded
Of Loan Fund Rules

Rev. Georne Cannon
Speaks A! YMCA

Alpha Tau Alpha
Initiates Members

Trustee House
B^.'na Cfoanqed

Delta Kanna Kappa
Initiates Members

Results Of Voting Announced

Students Attend
Meet In Virginia

NOTICE!

NOTICE
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Guest Ediroriol

TALK OF THE TOWN ....

Starting Clemson Students Get Cut
In Milk Ration; Viet Nam Report

Whose Ten Minutes?
IT is 9:02 A.M. Your professor is still lecturing, and
shows no sign of ceasing.
He has already taken one-fifth of the time which is
rightfully yours. By 9:05 you realize that any hope you
may have had of checkingyou r mail is out of the question.
When he finally quits, with the arrival of the next class
at 9:08, yo urealize that you'll be lucky if you even get to
your next class on time.
-Luck isn't with you; you're late. You suffer a reprimand, or worse, and all the time the circumstances are
beyond your control.
It would be foolish to say that a professor should dismiss his class when he's in the middle of a sentence, just
because the whistle blew. Anyone could spare three or
four seconds for him to complete the point he's making.
But that's all; certainly not three or four minutes or, in
some cases, even more.
What percentage of the class gets anything at all out
of what is said after the hour is reached? Maybe 1 per
cent; the 1 per cent that doesn't have a class the next
hour. But the others are nervously gathering up books
and coats and casting quick glances at their watches as
the minutes mount.
,
Whatever reason a professor might have for detaining
his class in this manner, it can't be good enough to make
up for all the sundry inconveniences it causes.
Maybe he is just so interested in what he is teaching
that he doesn't realize it immediately when the time is
up. But one glance at his audience should be enough to
remind him that it's time to go.
And no matter if it does suddenly occur to him, then,
that he's 10 pages behind what he had planned to cover
that day, he should be gracious enough, or a good enough
sport, or well-mannered enough, to call it quits until the
next meeting.—LSU Daily Reville.

On Campus MaxShukan
with

(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," He.)

HUSBANDS, ANYONE?
It has been alleged that coeds go to college for the sole purpose
of finding husbands. This is, of course, an infamous canard, and
I give fair warning that small and spongy as I am, anybody who
ever says such a dastardly thing when I am around had better
be prepared for a sound hiding!
Girls go to college for precisely the same reasons as men do:
to broaden their horizons, to lengthen their vistas, to drink at the
fount of wisdom, to trail their fingers in the main currents of
American thought. But if, by chance, while a girl is engaged in
these lofty pursuits, a likely looking husband should pop into
view, why, what's wrong with that? Eh? What's wrong with
that?
The question now arises, what should a girl look for in. a husband? A great deal has been written on this subject. Some say
character is most important, some say background, some say
appearance, some say education. All are wrong.
The most important thing — bar none — in a husband is health.
Though he be handsome as Apollo and rich as Captain
McCutchen, what good is he if he just lays around all day
accumulating bedsores?

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Explanation Given For High Golf
Rates; Office Opens On Campus
By Roger Yike
REVERSING A DECISION .. ..
prove the course. Plans are underway
If anybody can remember a few weeks for the construction of a $60,000 clubhouse
back, they will recall a few comments which will certainly be a very nice addition. This is a considerable amount of
made in this column about the changes
money to spend on improvements.
made at Boscobel Golf Course. As often
happens with columns in the TIGER, some
As of April 7, the lake and course will
changes are made in the policies of a subbe closed to the public and it will become
ject commented in the column.
This
was the case last time. Mr. Hancock, new a private club. A person may become a
owner of Boscobel, got in touch with me member by the payment of ten dollar fee
by phone on the Saturday after the col- which will entitle him to membership unumn appeared and asked me to correct
til the first of next February. This memone of the errors in the column and also
bership allows a person to use the faciligave me a few facts and figures about the
ties offered by Boscobel. Of course, the
new setup. I wanted to visit with Mr.
$1.50 weekdays and $2.00 weekends green
Hancock personally but was unable to do
fees must be paid as well as fees for the
so. I hope to do so in the very near fuuse of the lake and other facilities as they
ture to find out some more about Boscoare initiated. The reason for the memberbel.
ship fee is to control the element using
So the following remarks are in a very
Boscobel and have it appeal to a larger
broad manner and are not yet complete.
group of people.
There will be no attempt to undertake an
LOOK ELSEWHERE FOR
evaluation of the facts and whether they
COMMENTS ....
will be beneficial to Clemson students.
Yes, look elsewhere in the TIGER for
Everybody can read the printed word and
further comments on that outstanding
then decide in theif own mind what they
new organization on campus called the
think of the situation.
Office of Plant More Poles Daily. This
The previous column stated that the golf office is an offspring of the Office of Dig
team was being punished by higher prices. More Holes Daily and will receive the
Coach Bob Moorman and Mr. Hancock same respect that has been accorded its
conferred and were able to work out a parent group. So keep your eyes open for
very satisfactory agreement for the team the latest developments. After all, when
which extended to them the privilege of has a more ridiculous thing been done on
using the course free. This in my mind campus? And also read all other articles
was certainly most generous of Mr. Han- closely. It was heard from the latest litcock.
tle bird that Smedley has escaped.

Since the change in management the
salaries have jumped to approximately
$30,000 a year through the addition of new
employees. A new road is being built at
The very first thing to do upon meeting a man is to make sure a cost of $3,000 and a large amount of
that he is sound of wind and limb. Before he has a chance to money has been spent on fertilizer to imbeguile you with his wit and charm, slap a thermometer in his
mouth, roll back his eyelids, yank out his tongue, palpate his
thorax, rap his patella, ask him to straighten out a horseshoe
with his teeth. If he fails to pass these few basic tests, phone
for an ambulance and go on to the next prospect.
If, however, he turns out to be physically fit, proceed to the
By Bobby Arnold,
second most important requirement in a husband. I refer to a
sense of humok
Daily devotions and fellowship with
A man who can't take a joke is a man to be shunned. There are
several simple tests to find out whether your prospect can take God has, for a long time, been a thing ena joke or not. You can, for example, slash his tires. Or burn his couraged for all who profess to be Chris"Mad" comics. Or steal his switchblade. Or turn loose his pet
tians. More and more this much needed
raccoon'. Or shave his head.
After each of these merry pranks, laugh gaily and shout post of religious life is growing to be the'
"April Fool!" If he replies, "But this is November 28," or something equally churlish, cross him off your list and thank your thing required by society, especially for
lucky stars you found out in time.
those who hold responsible jobs in any
But if he laughs silverly and calls you "Little minx!" then
walk of life.
put him to the next test: Find out whether he is gentle.

mate
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of wind and limb.-

OVERHEARD
There will be no Booby King contest
this year.
There are too many people
fighting for the honor and it will be impossible to choose the king without hurting somebody's feelings.

A Word To The Wise

The easiest, quickest way to ascertain his gentleness is1, of
course, to look at the cigarette he smokes. Is it mild? Is it
clement? Is it humane? Is it balm to the palate? Does it minister
tenderly to the taste-buds? Does it coddle the nerve-ends? Is it
the perfect accompaniment to today's easier, breezier living?
Is it genial? Is it bright and friendly and full of dulcet pleasure
from cock-crow till the heart of darkness?
Is it, in short, Philip Morris?
If Philip Morris it be, then clasp the man to your bosom with
hoops of steel, for you may be sure that he is gentle as a summer
breeze, gentle as a mother's kiss, gentle to his very marrow.
And now, having found a man who is gentle and healthy and
blessed with a sense of humor, only one thing remains: namely,
to make sure he will always earn a handsome living. That,
fortunately, is very simple. Just enroll him in Engineering.

Leading business establishments
throughout the nation are realizing the
need of providing a place and time for
short meditations for their employees.
Something is finally being done to improve the spirits of the working man for
when peace of mind is prevalent, a man
can do much better on the job.

If God is not placed at the head of our
fast growing economy, the world will soon
destroy itself. Everything that aids man
©Mai Shulman, 1956
in his effort to grow socially, physically,
The makers of Philip Morris, teho bring you this column, would like mentally, and improve his civilization
to suggest another pleasant and gentle life's companion! Philip Morris, needs the guidance of our God. One of
€>f corris!
the easiest ways to do and know God's

By Charles Sanders
3000 MEN WITHOUT A SECOND DRINK tors, self-appointed experts and little OrEven though there have been some rathphan Elizabeth (or whatever they call
er strong comments in past weeks about her), "The Times of Viet Nam" is a godthe dining hall and the type of susten- send.
ance they are dishing out, we can see no
Each edition of the "Times" contains
reason why the powers that serve should about sixteen pages of beautiful, pure
suddenly choose to reduce the quantity of prose, written in a brilliant style in which
liquids offered at meals. In other words a one-syllable word looks as out of place
(English), why the heck has the dining as crepes suzette in the dining hall. For
hall gotten mad all of a sudden and cut page after page the words roll on like a
down on our measly milk ration?
grey, dignified river of print. Every artiIt is true that the remarks made about cle is learned and up to date, and somethe dining hall food have been at times what ponderous. The refreshing depth
rather provoking. But these remarks were is welcome, though, after the struggle to
all in jest, basically. We are sorry if we print this paper weekly and the short,
upset the food service people; we will of- hurried words one must use to put the
fer our most humble apologies if the large newspaper across.
pitchers full of milk will be returned to
The greatest charm of the "Times,"
the tables for the evening meals, at least.
though, is its advertisements. The prose
Out of charity, we prefer to believe that
may be Anglesized, but not so the ads.
the slicing of the milk ration from two
Take the back page, for example. The
glasses to one is the result of a temporary
easiest corner to start with is that anpique and is not a permanent thing. A
nouncing that "Emcet Establishments
person working in the'dining hall, and in
wish to establish business contacts with
a position to know what he is talking
different American firms for the imporabout, told us that the smaller pitchers are
tation of articles of current use and easy
an economy move, and that the powers
sale." From there we bounce to Arc-enthat serve are cutting down on the-amount
Ciel (a restaurant), Nyuyen My Xuong
of liquid served with meals in order to
("general merchandise"), and Viet Nam
save money. If this is the reason for the
Duoc Pham Cuoc (pharmacists). Then
smaller pitchers, we too shall soon be acsprinkled throughout the paper are Vietcepting relief from the bountiful northern
Dong' Cqng-Ty (bricks), Dong Nam A
states so that We can exist; undoubtedly
(printers), and the topper, Cabaret Daithe next economy move will be the natuKim-Do, featuring the sensation of the
ral one of serving less food and fewer
week, Miss Margo, "The Z Bomb."
types of victuals. (Some students mainIf you are wondering why this article
tain that this latter move has been in efwas
written, we can give you two reasons:
fect the whole year. This is a negative
we
like
the "Times", and we like being
attitude and dangerous to motivated
one
of
the
few college columnists in these
thinking.)
United States who goes to Viet Nam to get
PEACE IN VIET NAMESE
material for the weekly article.
Once each week there is delivered into
our mail box a white envelope containing OVERHEARD
the latest issue of "The Times of Viet
"Why haven't we had any speakers on
Nam". For the student fed up with the
the campus this year? Is someone afraid
daily speech-making, advice-giving, and
we'll get more than a technical education?"
moral-pointing of politicians, doctors, edi-

:-: DISC-O-PATION

■■■

By Mack McDaniel
I've been trying for days to
find material for this column
but very little is available here
and I can't find my way through
the maze of yellow posts surrounding the carripUs. Of course,
there are many reasons for having these beautiful objects embedded in sound concrete
throughout the campus. The
most important of these are: to
annoy students and visitors; to
make the campus unsightly;
and to create a hazard for students walking at night.
The Four Freshmen album, 4
Freshmen and Five Trombones,
was mentioned briefly a few
weeks ago. Except for an occasional flat first tenor, the music
is consistently terrific, and the
album will probably be the best

of the year.
The trombonists are Frank
Hosblino, Harry Betts, Jr. MILT
BERNHART, TOMMY PEDERSON, and GEORGE ROBERTS.
Claude Williamson is on piano,
Barney Kessel plays guitar, Joe
Mondragon handles bass and
Shelly Manne plays you know
whath. The arrangements are
by Pete RUGOLO.
The Four Freshmen were discovered by Stan Kenton soon
after they began their career
and in a short time they were
touring the country and enjoying the popularity that they deserve.
The tunes are: Angel Eyes,
Love Is Just Around the Corner, Mam'selle, Speaks Low.
The Last Time I Saw Paris,

Somebody Loves Me, You Stepped Out of a Dream, I Remember You, Love, You Made Me
Love You, Love Is Here to Stay,
and Guilty.
An excellent L. P. is presently available by the George,
Shearing group. The name is A
Shearing Caravan. Here, the
typical cool Shearing sound is
combined with new rhythm
ideas. On Tempo de Cencerro
George experiments with typical rhythms of modern LatinAmerican dances—to terrific effect. This is a prime example
of the capabilities of the great
Shearing Quintet. The five at
their usual instruments are
joined by CATALINO ROLON
on shakers and CANDIDO CAMERO on bongo.

;-: Veteran's Corner:-:
Here are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration to three questions of interest to former servicemen and
their families:
Q. I am an American war
veteran, but I have moved to
Canada. Would I be eligible for
hospitalization for a non-serviceconnected illness, at the expense of the USA?
A. No. Veterans living outside
the continental United States or
its territories or possessions may
not be entitled to medical care
at the expense of the United
States for nonservice-connected
disabilities. However, veterans

with service-connected ailments,
temporarily living outside the
USA, may obtain medical care
for their service-connected disabilities at U. S. expense.
Q. I applied to VA for disability compensation by a letter.
VA sent me a formal application form to be filled out. Is
there any time limit on mailing
this form back to VA?
A. The for mshould be returned to VA within one year
from the date it was sent to
you, in order for VA to consider
your original letter as the effective date of your application.
Q. I have a Korean GI term

insurance policy. Will I be allowed to convert to a permanent
plan of insurance? I am not a
disabled veteran.
A. No. Under the law, Korean GI term insurance policies
may not be converted to permanent forms of insurance. Only
veterans with service-connected disabilities have the right to
obtain permanent forms of Korean GI insurance.
Veterans living in this area
who wish further information
about their benefits should write
the VA Regional Office, 1801
Assembly Street, Columbia, S.
C., or see their County Service
Officer.

Student Chaplain
will is to give Him a few moments of each
day. To fulfill this obligation to our Heavenly Father, each of us should strive to
take Him with us wherever we go, especially when we have a meeting of any kind.
A startling fact about life here at Clemson is that few clubs provide a time for a
short devotional before the meetings begin, not even all the services clubs. This
is nothing to be ashamed of unless we fail
to do something about it once the need is
established. The service clubs were mentioned as failing in their responsibility to
God but the groups who need God most
are the ones that deal with the professional
and social side of life.
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whatever we are doing is wrong.
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Six Men To Try
For West Point

AFROTC Men
Letters Fifty
Visit Donaldson
To
Tom
Rear Tom,
Clemson is in it's period of
expansion. Every year the student body increases. During this
period of expansion new buildings have been built, new classrooms built, old buildings remodeled, but nothing has been
done to enlarge the student section at the stadium.
Last^rear many students could
not get seats in the student section. Those who did had to get
itr the stadium about an hour
early. Also, they were so
| crowded that they could not en'joy the game. The aisles were
so full that no one could walk
up or down them. This created
a great hazard.
Next. year we expect more
students. Where are we going
to put these students at the foothall games? Something should
he done to enlarge the student
, section to take care of this-problem.
•
Tnje, we are going to get a
new stadium, but we need some1
thing done until we get this. All
that would be necessary would
be'to move one wire fence over
t*ne section. This would help a
great deal and please many of
■the students, knowing they
would have seats when they got
to the game.
Tom, let's get someone on the
ball and get something done before fall.
Sincerely yours,
Harlan S. Erwin '57

Gamma Kappa Alpha
Makes Few Changes
The members of Gamma Kappa Alpha, the North Carolina
Clemson Club, met last Tuesday
night and voted to change several of the club's by-laws. These
changes were made to bring the
club regulations up to date.
, f It was decided by the general
•ecretary to; hold these changes
for publication at a later date.

Fifty basic Air Force JtOTC
students from Clemson College
will go to Donaldson Air Force
Base in Greenville tomorrow for
a flight on the C-124 transport.
Th' group will leave Clemson
around noon and will leave for
an approximate two hour flight
after a briefing session at Donaldson.
The flight is being co-ordinated at Clemson by Capt.
Robert C. Wise, AFROTC instructor, with the 03rd group
operations officer and the 61st
Troop Carried Wing at Donaldson. The plane will fly over as many home towns of students aboard as possible.
Clemson officials have praised
the personnel at Donaldson for
making this flight possible. The
flight is intended to motivate interest in air progress both*from
a military and a civilian standpoint.
This is the second such jesture
on the part of Donaldson. Last
ye"- helicopters were brought
tc Clemson on six different occasions affording ARROTC students here a flight in one of the
Air Force workhorses.

SCSA Plans
Spring Retreat
The South Carolina Student
Christian Association, of which
the Clemson YMCA is a member, has planned its spring retreat for April 20, 21 and 22.
The retreat will be held at
Camp Long, near Aiken, S. C.
The main speaker for the
retreat will be the Rev. W.
W. Lumpkin, rector of the
Episcopal Church of Our Savior in Rock Hill. The theme
will be Open My yes, with
workshops of leadership,
marriage, theology and world
situation built around this
theme.
In the past Clemson has had
an unusually large number to
attend this retreat and it is
hoped that this spring Clemson
will have the largest number
ever. Any student is eligible to
attend, whether he is a "Y"
member or not.
Anyone who is interested,
contact Bobby Arnold in room
B-607.

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR GRADUATE
ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS,
MATHEMATICIANS

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY
The Laboratory is engaged in guided missile research
and" development offering a number of challenging
positions to men with technical backgrounds and interest in electronics, mechanical engineering, applied
mathematics, aerodynamics, propulsion systems, missile prototype design and flight testing, missile systems development, pure and applied research.
TERRIER, the new fleet weapon, and TALOS, the new
guided missile recently announced for fleet or continental defense, were developed by the Applied Physics Laboratory, operating under contract with the
Bureau of Ordnance, Department of the Navy.
The Laboratory has a reputation for the encouragement of individual responsibility and self-direction,
and for the rapid professional development of its staff.
Benefits are liberal and extensive. They include pension, insurance, and part-time study plans.
Representatives of the Laboratory will be on the campus April 10, 1956. To learn more about our organization, contact your Placement Office for an inter-

—OSCAR SAYS—
that some of these yellow
that OK (the belly) Willard is
posts, lines, and curbs are going
following in Redfern'g footsteps.
to have to go.
Loudmouthed as hell.
that he (Oscar) places Ed
—OSCAR SAYS—
(Red Face) Patrick at the top
that Dick (I'm hell) Moore
of the Cellophane List for this was at the dance and made sure
week.
that everyone knew it. No one
cared, punk.
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Woody (Set.) Middleton
—OSCAR SAYS—
and his brother Dunn must be
that
Connie
(Curly) Faucette's
on the straight and norrow. He
(Oscar) didn't hear a thing out name just fits him. Nothing but
of them this week-end. Maybe a great big drip.
they're hiding.
—OSCAR SATS—
-OSCAR SATS—
that he (Oscar) thought you
that the Jungaleers should Gung-ho boys were real cute in
have moved off the stage and your uniforms this week-end.
let their singer give a real show. Especially Blanton with his Calvary insignia. We know you're
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Charley (Accident) Richey used to mules, Country.
really knows how to show a
—OSCAR SATS—
girl a good time at a dance
that
he
(Oscar) didn't see
weekend. He (Oscar) thinks
she probably lost ten pounds by George (Social Climber) Arnot
starvation Sunday, but then that at the dance. Well, you're in
with the boys, now try girls for
wouldn't hurt her.
a change, Obnoxious.
-OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—
that Dogan (Women love me)
no, Doc, I won't disappoint
Wilson has always walked like
a duck and after his perform- you.
ance this week-end, he (Oscar)
places him in the animal kingdom with all the rest of his
friends from the Central High(Continued from Page 1)
way Zoo.
Section 3. The class officers
for each class shall consist of a
—OSCAR SAYSthat he (Oscar) wasn't sur- President, a Vice-President, a
prised to find someone ready Secretary, and a Treasurer. The
to take a swing at Bill (Garbo) President of each class shall have
Neeley. He (Oscar) can't un- the power to call a meeting of
derstand why it hasn't happen- that individual class, with the
approval of the President of the
ed sooner.
College.
-OSCAR SAYS—
CHANGE:
that he (Oscar) thought the
The class officers for each
Jungaleers were great. You class shall consist of a Presibumpkins don't know what you dent, a Vice-Preident, a Secremissed.
tary, and a Treasurer. The President of each class shall have
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) hears that the- power to call a meeting of
Ben (Rowdy) Crowder is really that individual class, with the
showing up the rest of the Senior approval of the Dean of StuPlatoon candidates. If he dents. ,
(Crowder) makes it, anybody
Section 7. All ballots shall be
cari. He (Oscar) is even think- placed in the office of the President of the College for a period
ing about it.
of twenty-four hours after they
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) thinks if John have been counted. At any time
(Rah Rah) Duffy would get out during this period any candidate
of the hole he's walking in he may demand and receive a recould get a date. Try it, high count. The post(c) shall be filled by the candidate(s) receivschooler.
ing the highest number of votes.
—OSCAR SAYS—
CHANGE:
that Sammy (I'm pulling for
All ballots shall be placed in
Sr. Platoon leader) Owens and the office of the Dean of Student
Rusty (the Kid) Langley should Affairs for a period of twentyget together. They could dry four (24) hours after they have
behind each other's ears.
been counted. At any time during this period any candidate
—OSCAR BAYS—
that he (Oscar) is really en- may demand and receive a rejoying this warm weather. Those count. The post(s) shall De fillBlock C sweaters should be ed by the candidate (s) receivrather hot to you guys, but a ing a simple majority of votes
child with a new toy must play. cast.
Section 8 added. The results
Some of you are so repulsive!
of all Student Elections shall be
OBCAR 6AYSthat Jim (the politician) Hum- posted within twenty-four (24)
phries was at the dance with the hours after the pollse have been
military staff. Wise up, Stroker, closesd.
The voters decided not to
all you can get is 2nd lieutenant.
Or are you trying for general? lower the minimum cumulative
grade-point ratio requirement of
—OSCAR SAYS—
don't you wish you knew who the President and Vice-President of the Student Body and
I am? You could never guess!
members of the Senior Council
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) was glad to from 2.5 to 2.0. They also resee that Leonard (Needle-Nose) jected the idea of changing the
Humphries finally had a date power of the Senior Council from
that wasn't broken. Those au recommendation of punishments
tographed baseballs are paying to the President of the College,
to recommendation of punishdividends, high school.
ments to the Dean of Student
-OSCAR SAYS—
Affairs.
that he (Oscar) has heard it
all now. Bruce (Albino) Cannon
has Anderson high school girls
carving his name on their desks.
(Continued from Page 1)
You replace Andrews as Clemsoh's answer to a teen-age the operatic stage. Mr. London
has appeared on many wellprayer.
known radio and television pro—OSCAR SAYS—
grams, and has made a number
that we should have quite a of recordings with Columbia
few co-ed cheerleaders next Records.
year. After all, you co-eds are George London stands six
nothing but mouth anyway.
feet, two inches, and weighs 200
-OSCAR SAYSpounds. He is a bachelor—his
that Mae (Mermaid) Hendee career keeps him too busy for
had his date for the week-end romance, though he's "talli dark
broken. A girl in college should and handsome," and it might be
know how to wear her hair, added, eligible. Seldom in the
shouldn't she? Campus for a history of opera and concert has
week just because of rolled up a young singer had so many
hair down town. Hilarious!
successful appearances at so
—OSCAR SAYS—
many of the world's outstanding
that if dance tickets were sold opera houses, music festivals
on the basis of room taken up, and concert halls. But such is
Gene (fat man) Wilkes would the record established by George
require three block tickets. London, the sensational AmeriThat's where you and Moorhead can bass-baritone of the Metrodiffer, blimp.
politan Opera Company.

RESULTS OF

BASS-BARITONE

view with Applied Physics Laboratory representatives.
You may also apply by sending a resume of your edu
cation, experience, and interests to
Professional Staff Appointments

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY
8621 Georgia Avenue
Silver Springs, Maryland

Page

WOULD YOU LIKE A

SALES MANAGEMENT CAREER
The Proctor & Gamble Distributing Company is offering some excellent opportunities for qualified men in
a rapidly-expanding sales organization.
Register with Mr. Hughes at the Placement Office for
preliminary interviews to be held-on March 23.

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
USE THE SERVICES OF YOUR PLACEMENT
OFFICE

Seven South Carolinians, six
of them Clemson College students, are among 88 Southeastern Area youngsters who are
taking U. S. Military Academy
entrance examinations this week
at Fort McPherson, Ga.
The 88 young men have been
nominated for July entrance into West Point, but must pass
four days of rugged physical,
mental and medical tests at Fort
McPherson before they' can
qualify for West Point enrollment.
Col. Earl F. HoKon, Deputy
Third Army G-3 (Plans and
Training) Chief, is president
of the West Point Examining
Board at Fort McPherson, and
is in charge of testing the
candidates from South Carolina, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Tennessee and some from
Washington, D. C.
4
Maj. James D. Moore, a member of the faculty at West Point,
is at Fort McPherson advising
upon the examaning procedures.
West Point candidates from
South Carolina include William
C. Wood of Edgefield, and the
following Clemson
students:
Thomas C. Anderson, Jr., John
P. Clement, III, Earl W. Eubanks, George P. Harrell, John
E. Walker, Jr., and Robert B.
Wall.
The West Point Examining
Board at Fort McPherson is one
of 25 such'boards convening this
week at Army and Air Force installations over the nation.

Couples dance together to the music of Clemson's own Jungaleers.- The Jungaleers provided the music-for, the Spring hop which was

held in the college dining hall this past weekend. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)

Spears To Speak At Pre
Easter Services Wednesday

There will be a Pre-Easter
service in the college chaped at
11 a. m. on Wednesday, March
28. Dr. Wright Speares, president of Columbia College, will
be the speaker at this occasion.
The students at Clemson who
have been responsible for the
Thanksgiving Service and the
Christmas Service, along with
Mr. Cooper have worked out
the program for this pre-Easter
Service. This meeting is open
to students of the college, members of the faculty, and members . of the college community.
These special services, such as
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and
Easter are under the direction of
a comittee headed by Dick ElNative customs and life of liott of Rimini, and the followHawaii are revealed in a film ing students: Dick Lee, Sumter;
about the pineapple industry to John Snoddy, Rockingham, N
be seen at Clemson College
chemistrv auditorium next Sundav at 3 p. m. A second reel
tells a dramatic story of the
nrenaration of the new wonder
dru^s, with penicillin in the
lead.
In the Hawaiian film the
process of canning a carload
of pineapple in 37 minutes,
using the most up-to-date
methods is contrasted with
primitive ways of preparing
food in the Islands.
Most important in the second
story, called "In These Hands,"
are the people who produce the
new drugs, from the machinist
to the scientist. This film received an award at the CleveDR. WRIGHT SPEAKS
land Film Festival..
The program is one of a week- C; John Walker, Greenwood;
ly series presented as a com- Francis Holliday, Piedmont;
munity service by the Clemson Heyward Ramsey, Brevard, N.
Unitarian Fellowship. The next C; and John Braid, Charleston.
The students who are parshowing will be April 8.

Hawaiian Movie
To Be Shown Sat.

ticipating on this program
with Dr. Spears are: Joe
Bowen, Villa Rica, Ga.; Boftum
Wilson,
Charleston;
Dickie Ballenger,
(nman;
and Heyward Ramsey, Bre?
vard, N. CDr. Spears is a native of Clio,
South Carolina. He received
his AB Degree from Wofford
College, his BD Degree from
Duke University, and in 1952,
Wofford conferred upon him the
degree/ of Doctor of Divinity.
Dr. Spears has been a member
of the South Carolina Methodist
Conference for eighteen years,
and assumed his duties as pres*ident of Columbia College on
August 1, 1951.

NOTICE!
Anyone interested in buying
a new Chevrolet is invited to attend a meeting at 6 o'clock
Thursday, March 22, in Room
118, Chemistry Building.
Mr. James Kelly of Kelly
Motor Company, Fountain
Inn, South Carolina, an authorized Chevrolet dealer, will
be present to talk to all
those interested. He will outline the terms which includes
cash, financing through the
General Motors Acceptance
Corporation and all types of
trade-ins.

JUDGE KELLER
New
Spring Shoes

What young people are doing at General Electric

Young engineer
works on new ways
to remove heat
from atomic reactors
An atomic reactor running at full efficiency
creates a tremendous amount of heat in its
core. By removing this heat and putting it to
work boiling water to make steam, atommade electricity is produced.
One of the men responsible for designing
new, more efficient ways to remove heat from
atomic reactors is 29-year-old Doctor Salomon Levy — Design Analysis supervisor in
the Atomic Power Equipment Department's
Reactor Engineering Unit.

Levy's Work Interesting, Vital
To study this problem of heat transfer,
G.E. recently constructed a heat-transfer system. By electrically simulating the heat produced in a reactor, it is possible to determine
the maximum rate at which heat can be removed from a reactor to make steam.
Dr. Levy conceived the idea of building
this complex system, designed it and supervised its construction. At present, Levy
works with this system to study new problems of heat transfer and fluid flow encountered, in atomic power plants.

25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
When Salomon Levy came to General
Electric in 1953, he already knew the kind
of work he wanted to do. Like each of our
25,000 college-graduate employees, he was
given his chance to grow and realize his full
potential. For General Electric has Ipng believed this: Whenever fresh young minds are
given the freedom to make progress, everybody benefits—the individual, the company,
and the country.
Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Sckenectady 5, New York

refreshes
without filling

Terry Bottling
Company
Bottlers of

Pepsi-Cola - - 7-Up
BILL POWELL, Representativie

CAnal 6-1971
2508 N. Main St., Anderson, S. C.
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Spring Sports Have Grand Opening On Campus
Strength TO Be ArOUnd {Cheerleaders Have

Letterman On Diamond
The Tigers open their 1956 baseball campaign tomorrow with a team that possesses a lot of question marks.
This year's edition starts off with The Citadel in a pair
of games Friday and Saturday and then takes on Duke
here Monday afternoon. Game time tomorrow and Monday is 3 p. m., and Saturday at 2 p. m.

By Louis Jordan

BlmiM
, s,M
Tryouts for the new cheer-

""

N

leaders has been progressing'
rapidly since their initial night
last Thursday night. The participants have been practicing
regularly in order that they
might be well prepared for th«
rigid tests that they will undergo after the Easter Holidays.
Those who are out at the present are R. M. Newsom, a freshman; D. P. Phillips, freshman;
W. A. Shirley, freshman; Frank
Sutherland, freshman; Rufus C.
Sherand, freshman; Bill Derrick,
junior; J. J. Britton sophomore;
Tony Vickers, freshman; Lou
Sherman, junior; J. D. Tucker,
freshman; Bill Hill, freshman}
and Teddy Holt, freshman.

COMMENTS FROM THE SHARPSHOOTERS
Last week I said something in this column about the unBaseball coach Bob Smith
just act that has been committed against the rifle team.
isn't at all happy about the con- ing first sacker in the conference
This bit of gossip brought out some of the fight that the
dition of his team. Bad weather and some improvement in his
rifle team has shown this year in their many victories
during th,e past month has canover their different opponents.
celled outside practice on six hitting this year could make him
or seven occasions, and the cold the best Tiger first baseman in
In response to the rifle team members being cut out of
weather this week has prevent- several seasons.
their Block C sweaters, I received a letter from Neil Philed a "good sweating practice."
The outer gardens can be forlips, a member of the rifle team.
Also, only five lettermen are tified with three lettermen.
back to fill eight regular posi- Carol Brown of Kingstree or
It follows:
tions.
Addison Crocker of Gaffney will come through. These ioeiud*
Dear Louis,
The Tigers could throw six start in left field, Bill Barnett of David Garrison of Liberty TJK'
On behalf of the rifle team, I wish to extend to you our Chris Theos (left) and Eddie Scarpa (right), lineup. Coach Hoke Sloan will use them to the varsity experienced men at the Taylors apparently has center- Ray Yeargin of Greer slated for
a good day on the courts as they prepare best of advantage against the rough opponents Cadets on opening day, but sev- field sewed up while Jim Cole- the second base slot, Bill Spire!
thanks for the support of your column during this past, have
for their match with Furman Eddie and Chris that have been scheduled for the coming sea- eral starters are still doubtful. man of Honea Path or Larry of Cameron at third and Doly
year and especially for your comments last week.
are anchormen in this year's varsity tennis son.
Four pitchers having varsity Wilson of Wellford will start in Myers of Reevesville at short
Due to the actions of the higher authorities, for the past
competition behind them plus the right pasture. Brown, Bartwo promising stars from last nett and Coleman saw varsity
year, -we cannot help but wonder if the college no longer
It's admirable to fight for
year's Cub team are available action last year.
principle, as long as it's princiwants a team. If they do want us to continue, why have
for mound duty. Smith said he
The inner defense poses a ple not prejudice.
they cut off all financial support of the team for the enwould probably start Leonard problem at this time, but Coach
tire year?
Humphries of Sumter tomorrow, Smith is hopeful that some of
If you like people you ar«
but that he did not plan to use the inexperienced nlayers will never short of friends.
We realize that the rifle matches do not draw many
the senior righthander the entire
spectators or have many lines of publicity outside of the
game.
TIGER and your column, but after all, is the real reason
Also available are Don Shealy
Spring is finally here and with the arrival of the season —
of Chester, a junior, George
for a college team to insite publicity? We do not think so. j
year
they
both
placed
men
on
the Tiger spring sports teams find themselves ready for
Compton of Greenwood, a senWe believe that the true purpose of collegiate athletics .a long stretch of games and practices.
the top in the Atlantic Coast ior, and senior Bill Toth of
is to encourage student participation and the building of So far this year the different.
Conference.
—Greenvi
Cannonsburg, Pa., a reliefer all
students' morals, character and welfare with the other teams have been hampered in nell University here on the cam- Baseball gets underway to- of last year. Expected to add
students.
their practices by bad weather, pus next Monday afternoon. morrow afternoon when the Ti- to the strength of the mound
gers meet The Citadel Bulldogs corps this year are Bill Trado
Considering that the rifle team has the longest season with the rains driving the base- This is expected to be one of in their first game of the 1956 of Henderson, N. C, and Johnny
ball, track, golf, and tennis boys the toughest matches of the seaof any sport at Clemson, that it does not have the privi- indoors on many occasions. Be- son for the Tigers.
season. This game will be fol- Drake of Greenville.
leges of the athletic training tables, that it has the best sides the wet weather, there has As for the golf team, they lowed by another meeting with Doing the.back stopping again
this year is scheduled to be
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
record of any team on the campus this year, and has no also been very cold air which opened their season yesterday the same team on Saturday.
Coach Bob Smith has nine senior Jim O'Quinn of Ridgehas
rendered
the
practices
usewith the strong linksters from
support from the college in any form other than the use
returning lettermen on the squad land. He and Dick Swetenburg
less as far as the condition of
of the building in which the range is located, don't you the members of the teams are Wofford. The Tiger golfers met but is undecided as to who the of Anderson are the only two
the Wofford bunch on the links
entire starting lineup will in- seasoned infielders on the squad.
agree with us that the least that they could do is award concerned.
here at the Boscobel Club.
clude.
This team has been es- Lefthanded all the way, SwetenCoach Hoke Sloan carried his
For the Tigers this year there pecially hampered by the bad burg is probably the best fieldthe deserving members their well earned block letters?
racketeers
into
battle
in
the
city
are
two
key
men
who
will
be
Sincerely,
weather. Very few of the pitchof Greenville when they met the j out to grab the honors. Leonard
Neil Phillips
Furman University courtmen Yaun and Bob Agnew, both let- ing staff has gotten a good
YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
"sweating practice in since the
I, for one, thoroughly agree with Neil and the rest of Wednesday afternoon. With him termen have been working hard training
started."
he
took
his
first
five
men
and
for
the
past
few
months
getting
White
Buck
Shoes
the rifle team. Not awarding them the block letters is
several of the lower ranked in shape to tee off against the _ With the football players geta grave injustice and should be corrected as soon as possi- members of the team.
Wofford team. Agnew and Yaun ting out to practice late due to!
Pendleton Phone 3821
Clemson Phone 5387
ble ... if not sooner.
Of the first five men, there are iboth returning lettermen. the spring football practices,!
there
has
been
little
time
for
'T'
Shirts
and
Walking
The
golfers
have
a
tough
PROBLEMS IN THE STADIUM
is hardly a true number one
Coach Smith to tell exactly what
Shorts
It has been brought to my attention that with the in- man, but all have the potentiali- schedule all the way to the be has in these men.
We Service AH Makes and Models
ty of being tops. Eddie Scarpa, finals this year but seem to have
crease that is expected in students next fall, the student Chris Theos, Terry Wise, Don a good start toward the top.
Cotton Cord Slacks
After these two games with
section in the Memorial Stadium will be inadequate. The Mitchell and Kit Mathews are They meet Maryland here the Bulldogs, the Tigers will
(Ivy League)
present space for the students is very little when there is the first five who will support Saturday afternoon and then take on the Blue Devils from
the bulk of the load for this Duke University on the follow- Duke University next Monday
an important football game.
season. The next match set for ing Monday. These two teams
(Continued on Page 6)
Last year at the Maryland game there were many stu- the Tiger racketeers is with Cor- are from a good league. Last
dents who had to stand or be seated on the hill in the end
zone. Unless the space is rearranged before next fall, half way mark of this section to provide the necessary
ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil
this is going to happen for more than one game. It has space.
,
been suggested that the area to the right of the present
Of course, what we would like to see is a new stadium
student section be split and the wire fence moved to the altogether.

Rough Schedules Ahead For Most
Teams As Season Gets Underway

HEYWARD MAHON CO
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN

Mauldin Chevrolet Company

Crosby Square
Jantzen

HOKE SLOAN

Pendleton, S. C.

Fabulous oil-made rubber in todays new cars

Nobody "spared the horses

♦•

in the 56 Chevrolet!

It's the new "Two-Ten" 4-Door Stdon, one of 20 frisky new Chevrolets.

This beauty's got power that's panther-quick and silk-smooth. Power
that puts new kick in your driving and makes passing Jar safer.
A flick of your toe is all it takes
to unleash a hoodful of Chevrolet
power! Power that makes passing
far safer by saving seconds when
they really count! Power that's
smooth as silk—and as full of
action as a string of firecrackers!
Big, deep-breathing power that

now ranges clear up to 225 h.p.!
But power's just one of the
things that make for safer, happier driving in a Chevy. For
instance, there's the solid construction of Body by Fisher—
and Chevrolet's nailed-down stability. Come in and give it a try.

Air conditioning—temperatures made to order—at new low cost. Let us demonstrate!
I CLAMOROUS PRIMS IN THE "SH THE 0. S A. IN YOUR CHEVROLET" CONTEST. ENTER NOW—AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S.

Weather-sealing the new wrap-around windshields calls for a rubber that can resist the toughest
elements. That's Butyl rubber, made from oil by Esso Research! This remarkable rubber

See Your Chevrolet Dealer

out-performs natural and other types of rubber in more than 100 parts of today's new
cars. It's dramatic proof that ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil.

(tsso)
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Duke To Give Tigers
First Real Test
Clemson opens its ACC basketball season with Duke
University on Monday "afternoon on the Tigers' home
ground. Although the Tigers will have played two games
with The Citadel before then, this will be the Tigers' first
game in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
The game will begin at 3 p.
m. on the baseball field at the
west end of the athletic plant
en the Seneca Highway.
The line-up which probably
started for the Tigers against
.The Citadel is probably changed
since Coach Smith has had a
chance to watch his starting men
in action. The probable starting
infield for the Cadets' game was
Dick Swetenburg at first, David
Garrison or Ray Yeargiri at secend, Doly Meyers at short, and
.Bill Spires at third. In the outfield will probably be Carol
Brown, Bill Barnett, and Jim
, Coleman. Jim O'Quinn probably started off at thp back stop
position.
Leonard Humphries, Don
Shealy, George Compton, Bill
-Trado, , and Johnny I
Drake make up the mound staff. |
Duke should have a good team
since the Devils' Cbach, Ace
Parker, had eleven lettermen returning around which to build a
team.
Probably the most prominent
of the Dukes is junior Andy

Cockrell who won the ACC batting championship last season
with a .429 average. Cockrell is
the Duke third sacker.
Catch Parker also has Harleigh Fatzinger who posted the
ACC's best earned run average
in 1955.
A host of freshman players
are considered to help the Duke
team considerably. They will
form the squad with George Atkinson at first; Buddy Bass and
Bernie Blaney, both of whom
are outfielders; W. D. Fesperman, Fred Sheppard, and Bob
Weitzman, all vieing for the
catcher's spot; George Hoover,
at second; and John Rudisell, a
pitcher.
The game should be one of the
best of the season considering
the qualifications of both teams.
Not only that, this 5s the Tigers'
first conference game of the
season, and it will be interesting
to note if the Tigers can come
up with another season such as
they had when Billy O'Dell was
an AU-American.

ilTTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler
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Returned Lettermen; Sophomores
To Give Track Team More Depth
By Jerry Ausband
With the opening day of spring only 2 days in the past, uations. Hugh Williams lettered
spring -sports have taken over at Clemson College, and in the high jump last season
the track program seems to be the focal point of the ac- and will be one of the stalwarts
for Clemson this year.
tivity.
Bill Few is a sophomore who
The Tigers draw the curtain says that he is having a little will definitely help the team to
on its 1956 season Wednesday trouble with hi spin, but that a greater season. Few will b*
at 2:15 when they engage the he should have that worked out the man who will lead the TiDemon Deacons, of Wake For- by the time of the first meet gers in the javlin. No one remained to help Clemson In this
est. Last year, the Tigers de- next week.
Bob Spooner of football re- event, and Few looks as if he
feated the Deacons in one of
nown is Clemson's lone shot put- will be an able competitor.
their better matches.
Coach Norman is slightly
Coach Rock Norman has a ter. He is also going to learn
bevy of talent to reinforce his to throw the discus in order to pessimistic about the upcoming
veterans of previous seasons. spell Murphree, while Howard season. When asked for men
The sophomores which are out is going to spell Spooner on the who he thought would be good
prospects, he replied that -he
for the breathtaking sport are shot put.
John Steedly, a sophomore, had some fairly good prospects
the ones on which Norman will
rest his hopes for a good season can run both the low and high who looked fine on the pracsince only nine lettermen re hurdles and can leap in the high tice field, but whether they
jump, broad jump, and pole could be considered point getmain.
Principal among the varsity vault. Coach Norman plans to ters is another question. He
team members of last year are use him in only two or three of did not make any comments
Joe Bowen, Howard Murphree, these events, although it is not on his thoughts of the season,
Gene Metz, Hugh Williams, Bob definitely decided which events the state meet, or the ACC
meet; rather, he is concentratSpooner, Alva Dickeris, Don Da he will participate in.
In the two mile John Roberts, ing on the first meet with
vis, and John Roberts. Don
Quattlebaum will not compete Don Davis, and Don Quattle Wake Forest on Wednesday,
Considering the success of tht
in the first meet because of in- baum are all fighting for the
juries received in an automo opportunity to start in the Ti- Tigers last year and the potenbile accident. However, he hopes gers' first meet. Alva Dickens tialities of the sophomores, it
is the only letterman back in looks right now as if the Tigers
to run later in the season.
In last season's meets, the the one mile, and he should help could come up with one of their
The rifle team prepares for a day of firing season and will travel to the University of Tigers were outstanding in their the Tigers in a winning season, better seasons. However, it still
against their next opponents on the firing line Georgia in search of the tenth victory of the wins and even in their three
In the pole vault, Gene Metz remains for the opening meet to
in the basement of the sixth barracks. The rifle season.
losses. Clemson whipped Wake is the only letterman who ^re- prove the quality of the particiteam has won all nine of its meets thus far this
Forest, North Carolina State, mains with Clemson after grad- pants.
Furman, and Presbyterian, while
they lost to the University of
South Carolina, Davidson, and
the University of Georgia. The
losses to Georgia and Davidson
were close, losing to the Wildcats by only three points and beirrg narrowly edged out by the
Bulldogs.on one point.
The Tigers wound up in
The rifle team from Wofford College suffered a set23 West Washington Street
526 S. Main Street
second place in the state meet,
back at the hands of the ROTC unit here last Friday af- Clemson team got a near per- being edged out of the lead by
their arch rivals, Carolina.
ternoon by a score of 1865 to 1706. The,Tiger team's vic- fect 99 in this position.
So far this year the team has Clemson placed in the ACC
tory at Clemson included not only the individual high had a spdendid record with meet, but they faced such team
scoring honors with W. R. Crotwell firing a 383 out of a their hopes high for the re- as Duke and North Carolina.
Bowen, state champ in the
possible 400, but also bettered their opponents man for mainder of the year's matches
ending in victory. The squad high hurdles, placed high in the
man.
has been informed that they ACC indoor meet some weeks
Sergeant Simpson's sharpwill not receive Block letters thi» ago. He took second place in
shooters have yet to taste de- easiest that the Tiger firing year for .some reason which is the high hurdles, being beaten
feat in their regular season con- squad has competed in thus far not clear to all concerned. They out by the Maryland jumpers.
tests, while in the state meet this year. The score indicated have worked hard for their hon In the low hurdles, Bowen came
they placed second in team com- this and with the other scores ors and will continue to work in third to bring more honor to
petition and also placed a man of the season they compare len- hard as long as they are a Clem- his school. Simey of Duke came
on the individual high scoring iently. Against the boys from son team. Not giving awards in first to take top honors.
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Howard Murphee, who holds
honors group.
Presbyterian they won by only to these boys is a very negligent
the
Alabama
state
discus
chamThose competing "in the match 19 points and against the Fur- action. These boys have work'
for the Clemson team were: W. man squad, the margin was only ed as hard for the honor of pionship for all time in high
R. Crotwell who fired 383, D. 18. Scores such as this have Clemson College as any of the school, should be one of the top
Dye who fired 375, G. T. Jones proven that the Tiger firing other sports. They too, should tossers in the ACC this year. He
who fired 372, J. Langston who team is at the top of the list in receive letters.
fired 369, R. E. Smith who fired squads over the state.
Next week the Tiger firing beat. Last year the Georgians
366.
In the Match last Friday squad will journey to Athens, downed the Tigers by a clase
For the Wofford team there night there were three boys on Georgia where they will meet six points. Captain Luce will
were: Thrailkill with a 352 to- the Clemson team that fired per- the University of Georgia unit. carry seven boys on the trip with
tal, Bayne with a 347, Smith fect scores in the prone posi- This will be the hardest contest only six of them actually firing
with a 339, Rothrock with a 339 tion. Crotwell, Jones and Dye qf the season for the Clemson and the top five of these will
and Goodlett with 329.
all hit the jackpot for 100 points. boys but they will be tough to be on record.
This match was one of the The other two members of the

Rifle Team Downs Ninth Straight
Opponent As Season Hears End

Your Musical Headquarters

Mary's Record Shop
GREENVILLE, S. C.

TIGER TAVERN

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.
Sandwiches

Fountain Service

'6EE.ERVIN, WHY OIDNTWETHIW^TOSeiMfiA HAMMOCK?"

Newstand

Take the right step toward a
'^llllftii

III

1-:/..,.1: Hi

See the M representative on March 26th

Working here at International Harvester's Melrose Park Works near Chicago
are graduate engineers conducting research on an experimental diesel
engine to obtain basic combustion data.

When the representatives
from IH are on your campus, contact your Placement
Director for personal interview.
Or, if unable to meet with IH
representative at that time,
write to F. D. MacDonald,
Education and Personnel
Department, International
Harvester Company, 180 N.
Michigan Avenue, Chicago
1, Illinois.

The engineer who joins International Harvester joins a sound, long-established but progressive company—that represents opportunity for advancement. Harvester has long been associated with leadership in new and improved
products that increase agricultural productivity, result in better transportation, and assist in construction and the handling of heavy materials.
IH needs mechanical, industrial, metallurgical, chemical, agricultural, and
electrical engineers. IH is looking for engineers for training programs, for
product design, for tests and developments, for research and experimentation
in nearly all its divisions. IH wants to hear from you.

INTERNATIONAL IH HARVESTER
Builders of products that pay for themselves in use...
Trucks • McCormkk Farm Equipment and iatmall Jraciofs • Crawler Tractors and Power Units

io taste,,
better!

YOU'RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK when you light up a Lucky,
because Luckies taste better. Only fine tobacco—naturally
good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste better—can
give you taste like this. All of which goes to explain the
Droodle above: Light-up time in caboose, as seen by halted
motorist. Switch to Luckies yourself. You'll say they're the
best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked.

WATCH BAND ON
FRECKLED WRIST

David Hunt
N.Y.U.

DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
k

COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES!
• Luckies lead all other brands, regular or king
size, among 36,075 college students questioned
coast to coast. The number-one reason: Luckies
taste better.

1

j

HOOFPRINTS OF
ROCKING HORSI

Charles Thornton
Northwestern State {La

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER-Cleaner. Fresher, Smoother!
AMERICA'S LEADING MAITOFACIOSM OF CIGARETTE*
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DSAF Fills Holes In Head;
Latest Scondii Reports
By J. Flurnge Raswell
It is with a great deal of regret that I—lithe, young,
vibrant cub reporter—must announce to the readers that
our number one reporter—the illustrious, experienced
Smedley Forsythe III—is no longer with this esteemed
publication. Yes, the last we heard, Smedley was on the
S. S. Bilgewater headed for grandeur and glory as the new
commander of the Union of Socialist Armed Farces. It
seems that Smedley is to replace P. Q. L'nin, who abdicated in search of political asylum in Tasmania. But, according to the latest issue of the Scondi Scavenger, Smedley's flight is merely typical of the mass exodus to the
People's Paradise. As the Scavenger puts it:

ODMHD Raises Defense
To Protect Tillman Hall
By SMEDLEY FORSYTHE, IV
(A chip off the old block)
"With pick and shovel and posthole digger they sallied
forth to the call to defend this land from car and man who
go to Tillman Hall."
The office of Dig More Holes
Daily sent its attached company
from the Office of Dig More
Post Holes Hourly into the field
of battle to the strains of this
melodious tune. With no thought
for their own safety, these valiant men prepared to meet the
onslaught of the enemy.
The action started last week
in the highest headquarters of
Dig More Holes Daily. Reports
had been received from advance
reconnasiance units that tanks
had been sighted on the far side
of the Seneca River Bottoms.
All work was immediately dropped (including that which urgently needed to be done on
campus) and the war was on.
Later reports stated that an error had been made in the first
report and that no tanks were
present.
The Army had sent
them back. But the personnel
in the ODMPHD had become so
engrossed in their war games
that they continued preparations in case of future attacks by
a more motivated enemy.
The plan of defense was prepared. The small parade ground
would be completely surrounded by iron posts. These posts
would be painted a vicious color
of yellow for past experiments
with similar posts had produced
a very nauseating effect on all
persons forced to look on these
monstrosities. If they were
painted a dignified color they
might blend with the lovely new
buildings on campus. It was
also possible that a color pleasing to the eye and surrounding
landscape might add to instead
of detracting from the home of
John C. Calhoun. This would
never do. The uglier the campus looked and the more repulsive it became to all visitors
and inmates, the better it would
be. After all, why have a beautiful campus when it can really
be loused up.
A time to begin this campaign
against humanity had to be
chosen. It was not a hard thing
to do. A dance was being held
on campus during the weekend
so why not start Saturday morning when it would offer the
most inconvenience to those
trying to park on the small parade ground. And so it began.
Operation Waste-of-Time. The
defenders came up with the brilliant idea of stretching a piece
©f string between two sticks to
insure that all the posts would
be level. This worked for the
first two posts but after that
it was every man for himself.

The resulting variations in
height are really astounding. It
was not an accident for nothing
could be that deplorable without a considerable amount of
planning and thought behind it.
And so Operation Waste-ofTime continues. Some got carried away and started running
around with little buckets of
paint and brushes painting the
curbs. This further adds to the
dignity- of the campus. More
posts were ordered and shipped
to reinforce the defenders. These
were laughingly labeled trees.
They were placed as a first line
of defense on Riggs field. The
debate is still thick and heavy
as to the true identity of these
sticks. They must not be poles
since they haven't been painted,
and since trees are supposed to
grow and add to the beauty of
the place, these must not be
trees.
The latest word to be heard
from the ODMPOD is "Dig More
Damn Holes. Then paint 'em
yellow."

ROUGH
(Continued from Page 5)
afternoon. The Duke team will
give the Tigers their first real
test of the season.
Coach "Rock" Norman will
not see his cindermen in action
until next Wednesday afternoon
when they take on the Demon
Deacons from Wake Forest on
the Clemson track. In this first
appearance Coach Norman expects much of his returning lettermen Joe Bowen, Howard
Murphee, Gene Metz, Hugh Williams, Bob Spooner, Al Dickens,
Don Davis and John Roberts.
Due to injuries received in an
automobile accident, Don Quattlebaum will not be able to assist the efforts of the rest of his
teammates.
With the returning lettermen;
to help Coach Norman along
with a heavy schedule, the prospects look good. Joe Bowen is
expected to be the top scorer
in most of the track events with
Gene Metz and Bob Spooner
taking the honors in the field.
After the meet next Wednesday the Tiger Tracksters will
lay off until April 7 when they
join in a triple team meet with
the University of North Carolina
and N. C. State.

"Response to the USAF's last
appeal for bright young imbeciles has been overwhelming.
Thousands are fleeing from the
evils of a petty democratic
existence to the collective security of Big Brother's wing.
The reason for this seems to
lie in the fact that competition
outside the Imperial Establishment is growing but fast. The
pressure is mounting to such a
great degree that those people
with holes in their heads are in
danger of losing, said pressure
through said gaps in cranium.
"The Armed Farces has a way
to prevent your friends from
calling you a porous plate. You,
like the thousands of others, can
fill the gaps the easy way—
through the program of the
T/I & E (Troop Initiation and
Erudition). The T/I & E Center has established an International Correspondence Stool offering some 772, 109.8 sparetime courses of instruction covering everything from soup to
nuts. A partial list of studies
includes Air Conditioning—Fan,
Dancers—Fan, "Masticating and
Ruminating, Hippodrome Construction, Up Drafting, Down
Drafting, Dogsledding, Bathtub
Gin Analysis, Unilateral Diplomacy, Brain Washing (Sanforized), Keeping Civil Engineering Tongue, Tarantula Growing,
and Vodka
Collins
Mixing.
Surely, there is no better road
to real job security than to fill
the gaps in your head with lots
of utter nonsense—the Armed
Farces way.
"It must be added however,
that due to the increased demand, only the most motivated
individuals will be accepted for
this training.
This year only
31 Junior Bird Men have qualified for consideration. These
men
have
undergone rigid
brainwashing and demonstrated
outstanding ability as front-row
yes men. Further, these men
have declared that they are not
now, nor have they ever been
members of the following subversive groups: Early Bird
Watching Society, Jeano Lollabritches Fan Club, the Royal
Phrenological Association, and—
the most subversive (submersive) of all—the Polar Bear
Club.
"To complete their attainment
of the necessary prerequisites,
these candidates must affirm
their belief not only in the Polar Concept, but also in two
other concepts. — The Boffer
State Concept and the Chinese
Resistance Concept.
(Ed. Note: The Boffer State
concept was devised to make
possible Chapter Two in the
Armed Farces manual. The idea
behind this concept is that the
People's Paradise must be surrounded by an adequate number
of boffer states—such as AUbania, Romania, and Luthiania
—so that when they throw a
big one at the Officers' Club,
there'll be somewhere safe to
boff on. After all, you wouldn't
want them to get the streets of
Paradise messed up, would you?
Of course, belief in the above
presupposes belief in the World
Island Theory: all the world is
a stage, and all the people are
actors thereon.
The Chinese Resistance Concept asserts that all the Chinese
people have lost their will to

Students Offered
Navy Or Marine
Aviation Program
Openings are available for assignment in Aviation, the General Line, and in numerous specialty categories, including Intelligence. In addition, undergraduates who have completed
two years of college are eligible
for Naval Aviation Cadet Training leading to a commission in
the Navy or Marine Corps. These
programs are designed to enable
those who are educationally
qualified to complete their Selective Service obligations as
officers in the Navy and at the
same time provide the ' Navy
with a trained cadre pf Reserve
Officers.
In order to avoid delay in
being ordered to active duty,
applications may be initiated
several months prior to attaining the required academic qualifications, but final acceptance
will depend upon successfully
completing these qualifications.
Those who take qualification
tests, or who make application
and subsequently change their
mind, are not obligated in any
way. Application may be made
at the Office of Naval - Officer
Procurement in Raleigh, N. C,
the Naval Air Station, Atlanta,
Ga., or the Marine Corps Office,
50-7th St. N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
Candidates for General Line,
Supply, Civil Engineering, Intelligence, and the Medical Service Corps, receive initial training at the Officer Candidate
School
located in Newport,
Rhode Island. Aviation Officer
Candidates and Naval Aviation;
Cadets start flight training ati
Pensacola, Florida.
Marine Corps representatives
will visit the Student Center on
April 9 and 10 to discuss their
officer procurement programs.
Further information may be obtained from the Placement Office about the Navy and Marine
Corps opportunities.

resist the Imperial Liberating
Farces. I say all, because the
50 million Chinese on Formosa
are really not Chinese at all—
they're Nationalists, and they
don't count. Belief in this concept, of course, precludes belief in the theory that China is
potentially capable of supporting her present population. All
she has to do is tap the vast unexploited soil resources at the
bottom of the China Sea. Another interpretation of the Chinese Resistance Concept—completely unauthorized, however—
explains why it never rains in
China.
The high mountains
surrounding the country create
a resistance wall which prevents
clouds from ever getting over
the mainland. When the clouds
bump into the mountains, it
causes the rain to fall out. If
this statement strikes you as being odd, just compare it to itself,
because clouds relative to themselves are.
"It goes without saying that
after the Armed Farces has
spent so much money and time
motivating students through their
training program, it behooves
these students to at least stay
alive. However, it has recently
been brought to the attention of
this office that many students
have been dying while in class
for apparently no good reason at
all.
Furthermore, these same
students are refusing to fall over
after they are dead. General I.
M. Stalin has this to say about
the nefarious situation: "We're
not agonna have .it! Effective
immediately, any student found
sitting up after he has died will
be dropped from the course at
once, without an investigation, this one final comment: 'Is
under SR 20-15-1.
Where it
stlictly against rules to die in
can be proved that the student is
being held up by a desk, draft- washroom. And all those tlying
ing table, or book, or any other to flush selves down drain will
support which is the property of be flogged to death with wet
the unit, a 90-day grace period noodle.'"
will be granted. The following
will be strictly adhered to:
"If after several hours, it is
noticed that a student has not
moved or changed position, the
instructor will cautiously investigate. Because of the highly
sensitive nature of our students
and the close resemblance between death and their natural
state, the investigation will be
made quietly so as not to wake
the student if he is asleep. If
some doubt exists as to his true!
condition, a pay check will be
extended as a test. If the stu-!
dent does not reach for it, it]
may be assumed that he is dead.
Instructors are cautioned against
being duped by a spasmodic
clutch or reflex action, which
can be attributed merely to ' a
strongly developing cottonpickin' instinct.
"In all cases, a sworn statement by the dead student must
be filled out on USAF form 2791.
Fifteen copies will be made.
Three copies will be sent to the
Kremlin, two to the deceased,
and the remainder will be filed
with his unit.'
■ "General Hoo Hung Up adds

General Moorman, Chief of the Air Weather
Service, speaks to those attending the Scabbard and Blade Banquet held in the Clemson
Room of the Clemson House last Friday night.
Members of the Scabbard and Blade, Senior

Platoon, Executive Sergeants, and Senior
ROTC officers and their dates were present.
Also present were members of the military
department, faculty and administration. (Photo
by Bob Huey.)

Textile Chemist
Elect Officers

Adult Education Ass n. To
Hold Meeting This Weekend
Approximately 150 people are
expected here Friday, Saturday
and Sunday for the 15th annual
conference of the Southeastern
Adult Education Assn., according to Dr. Lucy S. Morgan, professor, School of Public Health,
University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, who is program
chairman. L. R. Booker is local
chairman.
The conference will be composed of numerous group sessions, panel discussion and other
meeting under the theme of
"Facts for Action". Many noted
educators from Massachusetts to
Florida and as far west as Mississippi will take part on the
program.
James L. Burnsted, president of the SAEA, will give
his report Saturday night
prior to a panel discussion
headed by Miss Wil Lou Gray,
director of the Opportunity

Officers for the local chapter
of the American Association of
Textile Chemists and Colorists
were elected at^e^XEgufc*-monthly mee/H»g*February 29.
R. Stanley Powell, Rock Hill, '
was elected president; Willie E.
Alford, Anderson, vice president;
Charles W. Funderburk, Lancaster, secretary; and William
M. Campbell, Rock Hill, treasurer.
All are textile chemistry
majors and all but Campbell,
who is a sophomore, are juniors.

School of South Carolina. Mr.
Burnsted is director of the
Audit and Vocational Education Division, Broward County Board of Public Instruction,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Preceding
the president's report greetings will be brought from the
national association by Dr.
Kenneth
Benne, president,
Adult Education Assn. of the
United States, and a professor at Boston University, Boston, Mass.
The conference will open with
SHOP, INC.
a tour of Clemsson after which
Everything Photographic
an executive committee dinner
S
"Between the Banks"
meeting will be held to be fol8 105 E. Whitner — CA 4-0707?
lowed with filnt showings.
8
Anderson, S. C.
The final general meeting will
be at 9 a. m. Sunday when the
election of officers will take
place and committee reports will
be heard. Principal speaker on
this occasion will be C. A. McKnight, editor, The Charlotte
Enlargement
Observer, Charlotte, N. C.

STUDENTS!
Get FREE 5x7
with order for

Crown Jumbo Prints

J.E.SIRRINECO.JNC.

Send this ad and your roll to be
developed at prices shown below, and your favorite negative
You will receive your Crown Jumbo Prints in beautiful Album—
PLUS one 5x7 Enlargement FREE

—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA

STONE

PRICES
8 Exp. Roll
40c
12 Exp. Roll
60c
16 Exp. Roll
80c
(Extra Prints, 5e each)
REMEMBER, you get the 5x7
Enlragemenf FREE with your
prints.
Offer good for limited
tern only Write for free Mailers.

BROTHERS

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street Greenville and Suburban (Branch) Store
Pleasantburg Shopping Center, Laurens Road

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Crown Photo Service

Farm Implement's - - Sporting Goods

Developers of Film For Over

"Serving This Section Since 1895"

20 years.

Box 392 Augusta, Ga.

Clemson Theatre
JThe Country Gentlemen'! Theatre)

Clemson, South Carolina

Phone 6011
Thursday

L C. Martin Drug Co.
For the Perfect Easter Gifts

March 22

It Came From
Beneath the Sea
Faith Domerque and
Kenneth Toby

CLEMSON, S. C.

Clemson Book Store
See Paul Harrison

Friday and Saturday
March 23-24

Invasion of The
Body Snatchers
Kevin McCarthy and
i

Dana Wynter

For Monogramming Slide Rules, Note Books,

Monday and Tuesday

and Leather Goods Every Tuesday

March 26 - 27

in Book Store

Slightly Scarlet
Arlene Dahl and
Rhonda Fleming

A touch will tell you ... an Accu-Ray Chesterfield is more perfectly packed
and that means
Chesterfield satisfies the most . . . burns more
evenly, smokes much smoother.

To the taste, too . . . Chesterfield packs more
pleasure. Firm and pleasing to the lips... mild yet
deeply satisfying to the taste... Chesterfield alone
is pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.
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